
Call for Binding the Backlash 

We call for the binding of the tail of the great dragon Tiamat as it swings as a backlash 

against the sons and daughters of God and against the Holy innocents. We call for the victory 

for those who are ready to draw forth the Light and challenge the tail of the great dragon-to 

challenge the misuse of the Sacred Fire and the tail of man’s own carnality. 

Bind the misuse of the Mother flame manifesting as the tail of the dragon, as a crescent  

hook drawing in energy to nurture the dragon and the fiery breath of the dragon.  Bind the tail 

of that dragon! I demand the chopping off of that tail and I demand that light be returned to 

Alpha and Omega, be requalified and returned to our heart flames. 

We call for the judgment of the Satanic hordes in chaos and in a fury without their 

leader and for the backlash of that remnant of his seed. 

Archangel Michael, seize and bind those astral forces preying upon the innocent, and 

protect our families, children, loved ones from all backlash from those serpents. 

We rush to send into that darkness, into that sinister force, billows and streams of 

cosmic Light descending. 

We call that the wall of blue flame and the sphere of blue flame meet that revenge of 

the fallen angels and their momentum of revenge that has been smoldering as resentment for 

aeons against the Light and the Lightbearer and that when the Darkness comes it may 

instantaneously be deflected and go back to its source. And may the source of Darkness be 

destroyed by its own evil intent. 

Archangel Michael protect ourselves and our families that the backlash of witchcraft 

does not cause them to become crazed and behave not as their usual selves and the riptide 

tear them from the path of their First Love. 

We call for that protection from behind us as we continue on the awesome climb up the 

highest mountain. 

We call to Archangel Uriel to place his electronic presence over us and ask that every erg 

of misqualified energy being directed against us and the light for which we stand be as it were 

directed at Archangel Uriel, and that all those sending forth this negative energy receive the 

full power of the judgment on the return current! 


